UNSTOPPABLE
STARRING

POWER SPEED INNOVATION

HURST JAWS OF LIFE
EXCEEDS TOUGHEST STEEL
TECHNOLOGY DEMANDS
®

AS THE INDUSTRY SHIFTS TOWARD
STRONGER METALS, HURST KEEPS AN
EYE ON THE FUTURE
HURST Jaws of Life, Inc., an industry leading global
manufacturer of rescue tools, is leading the industry in
keeping ahead of the challenging demands of high strength
steel in automobiles.
“When hydraulic tools first came to the fire service in 1972,

The FSV program was a three-year initiative that developed

fully engineered, steel-intensive designs for electrified
vehicles that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The
strongest steel (purple in the frame image below) is located
in essential areas where firefighters would make relief cuts
or remove roofs or B-posts during rescues. This metal is
more than twice as strong as what was used in many 2007
models (700 MPa vs. 1,500 MPa).

“

WE’RE MORE THAN READY
FOR WHAT’S NEXT

”

— BRUCE JOHNSTON, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING AND
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT FOR HURST

vehicle construction was roughly four percent high strength

Advanced high strength steel (AHSS) is found in many new

steel,” said Bruce Johnston, director of marketing and

vehicles and new predictions theorize the third generation of

product management for HURST. “Nine years ago, it was 12

AHSS will be 33 percent stronger than it is now (by 2020). This

percent. With today's vehicles, the percentage of high strength

jump in technology is faster than many predicted, but HURST

steel can be upwards of 33 percent. Since the technology is

has been able to stay ahead of the curve. For example, for

only getting more advanced, we’ve created tools that meet

wider diameter cuts, cutters need more force to be able cut

or exceed these demands. With our continued focus on

and crush at the same time. HURST has four models that rise

developing tools with greater power and speed, we’re more

to this challenge (marked with the HSS designation): S 700E2,

than ready for what’s next.”

S 700, S 510 and JL-500.
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“We are constantly hearing from firefighters that they want

OUR HSS OFFERINGS

stronger and lighter tools,” said Tammy Horne, engineering
manager for HURST. “To keep up with the high strength steel
technology demands and fulfill the firefighters’ needs, we’re

S 700E2 CUTTER

always looking for materials and/or processes to advance

SPEED AND POWER PACKED INTO ONE
GAME-CHANGING CUT TER.

our innovative designs and continue leading the industry with

Six pounds lighter than its predecessor, and

the best tools.”

just as powerful, the S 700E2 is light years
ahead of anything the competition has to
date. This battery-powered cutter performs
heroic rescues without hoses or a power
unit. It’s designed to take on current as well
as future vehicle construction. Plus, it has
77% more cutting force where you need it.

S 700 CUTTER
THE STRONGEST CUT TER
MANUFACTURED TODAY.
The S 700 is not just strong; it is strong
when you need it most. The improved blade
geometry enables the tool to attain its
maximum cutting capability at a practical
and more usable 5-in. opening. And with
67% more cutting force in the relevant work
area, it’s ready for today and tomorrow’s
new bigger and stronger steel.

S 510 CUTTER
These technological innovations mean HURST keeps three
critical goals in mind when designing new tools:
•

•

Powerful, quick and versatile. With large
blade openings and long cutting edges,

Power and capability – Tools need more brute force in

the S 510 will help you quickly and safely

both cutting and spreading to deal with the unprecedented

remove trapped passengers from all types

metal strength.

of vehicles. Its curved blade geometry pulls

Speed – Rescues are increasingly requiring more relief
cuts, so cycle speed and speed under load as well as fast
deployment are critical.

•

THE ALL-PURPOSE WORKHORSE.

material to the back of the blade for fast,
clean cuts. With over 200,000 lbs. of cutting
force, it can sever 1½-in. round bar stock
with power to spare.

Innovation – Automotive steel technology is advancing
faster than fire department budgets can address, so
designing tools that reach further into the future is vital.

For more information about HURST, visit jawsoflife.com.

JL-500 CUTTER
THE JL-500 IS A HOT KNIFE, AND STEEL
IS THE BUT TER.
The new JL-500 cutter has been engineered
with forged shock-resistant blades to cut
through today’s stronger, thicker steel with
ease. Uniquely shaped to generate more
power at near full-open position, this new
cutter offers more power in the relevant
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work area. Steel never had a chance.

